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Hope the latest newsletter finds you all fit-and-well and enjoying the recent spell of better
weather.
In anticipation that our physical meetings may not take place for some months, our
Programme Secretary, Sue Pearmain, has made tremendous progress bringing
together an online programme of events in the forthcoming weeks and months. We can
look forward to guest speakers, members evenings and competitions online, making use
of the Zoom video-conferencing platform. This gives us the added bonus of being able
to attract judges and speakers from further afield. I am sure you will join me in thanking
Sue for all of her time and effort to ensure our society can continue.
Some events to look forward to:
Thursday 30th July ‘Abstract Images’, Colin Southgate
Thursday 6th August ‘Using Light and Speed’, Tim Hutchin
Thursday 20th August ‘From Home to Tadoba’, Tal Chohan
Thursday 3rd September My postponed President’s Evening, Phil Moorhouse
Thursday 10th September ‘Improving your Photography’, Martin Patton
Thursday 17th September ‘Swan Song’, Anne Sutcliffe
Thursday 24th September ‘Working with Textures’, Jane Lazenby
I am often asked which email address should I send my messages to? Why do you have
so many different email addresses anyway? Please don’t worry, they all lead to the same
inbox, and I check them all frequently. The reason I have so many is that I give out each
address for a different purpose:
Gmail.com – the main one, used for family and friends, and work.
Virginmedia.com – useful for collecting information for the newsletter and other photo
club business.
Blueyonder.co.uk – collects SPAM, so I give this one out as a ‘sacrificial email address’
to companies and organisations who are likely to inundate me with unsolicited
messages.
Poolmeadow.com – associated with my website, so that any contacts generated through
the website appear here.
iCloud.com – an Apple account useful for sharing favourites, contacts and calendars
between different Apple devices.
Hotmail.com – Shirley Photo Society’s dedicated competition email address.
All the berry vest!
Phil Moorhouse LRPS
SPS Newsletter Editor
Calling all members …..
We are always on the look-out for contributions to our Society Newsletter. If you would
like to submit an article, your biography, some photographs, a tutorial, a joke, a puzzle, a
poem, an advertisement, or anything else you can think of, all contributions will be
gratefully received at:
phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com
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There was a short period of time when our house was the subject of media interest. Do
not worry, you don’t have a criminal amongst the membership, in fact it was nothing to
do with me or the family. Our nanny, who had previously worked for an MP, had
unwittingly got caught up in the MPs expenses scandal of a few years ago.
As an aside I can tell you it is truly horrible to have the media watching you and having
to close all the curtains and peer out to see whether you can get out of the house without
being photographed or accosted. It could almost make you feel sorry for Dominic
Cummings when he was being besieged by reporters after his Lockdown trip up north.
As I said almost….
Inevitably Tina and the children were caught on camera coming out of the house and
the photos appeared that weekend in the press. I recall Tina sobbing at our kitchen table
as she showed me the pictures and newspaper article. Apparently, it’s a cardinal rule
that if you are a nanny you mustn’t allow your charges to be photographed and appear
in the national press. Who knew?
I gasped when I saw the main photo; Tina sobbed louder. ‘They’ve mended the hedge!’
I exclaimed with excitement. Sure enough the bane of my gardening life which was a
large unsightly hole in what was otherwise an attractive, tall, box hedge in our front
garden was miraculously filled in. Obviously, the photographer also thought it was an
eyesore so cloned in some greenery.
In this one comment it showed that firstly, while a keen gardener, I was a rubbish mother
because it hadn’t bothered me in the slightest that the children were in the newspaper
and by default associated with a scandal, secondly I was an unsympathetic employer,
although I did console and reassure Tina, but thirdly I had woken up to the fact that
photo editing could perfect the imperfect! Oh if only we could apply that to all aspects
of our lives.......
In fact I had already some experience of photo editing having purchased a software
package called Ulead, now part of Corel I think, a few years before. I had this idea it
would be nice to make thank you cards and Christmas cards out of the digital
photographs I was taking of the children. Ulead was cheaper than Photoshop and
proved to be much more intuitive. Obviously, it was not as clever as Photoshop as my
father kept reminding me, but it did the basics of masking, selection and cloning et
cetera. But at that stage I wasn’t looking for more. Afterall I was only taking record
photographs of our lives, none of which possessed an ounce of artistic merit, and in any
case I had no appreciation of what a good photo looked like in the first place!
Oddly it had never really dawned on me that you could use photo editing to make a
photograph much better artistically. And yet now, when you think of all the photo editing
apps you can get to smooth your skin and slim your face which result in completely
transformed ‘perfect’ faces, beautification is what all these new apps are about. I can’t
tell you how many Instagram photos I’ve seen of girls I’ve known since they were 5 years
old whose self-portraits on their IG accounts are truly unrecognisable, even by their own
parents!
Phil’s presentation on Photoshop back in 2018 when he used indoor shots he’d had
taken at an aircraft museum, was a revelation. Before my very eyes the original pictures
which were very cluttered and flat (sorry Phil) became interesting, simplified, focused on
the aircraft and the dark setting became atmospheric. And when the sheer magic of the
healing brush was demonstrated, just like Victor Meldrew, I couldn’t believe it!
The same thing happened when I went round to Chris (M)’s house for a workshop on
Photoshop. I’d sent her some pretty dull pictures (in every sense of the word) that I had
taken on a recent weekend in a grey and cold Cromer. It was fascinating to see how
David (V) and Chris‘s alterations suddenly made pictures that were flat and uninteresting
into ones with potential using clever cropping, vibrancy, contrast etc, etc. It further
opened my eyes as to just how powerful this software could be.
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Similarly, our recent Photoshop Zoom call gave me an insight to Lightroom which I’d
rather overlooked to be honest. If truth be told I’m not entirely sure where Lightroom and
Photoshop differ as they seem to do similar things but I have a sort of route plan now
when I process photographs.
To practice some of tips given via Zoom I thought I’d have a play with some recent
photographs I had taken at Hanbury Church in Worcestershire. I had taken Jolanta’s
advice to try and remember to take my camera every time I went for a walk. It was a
blustery afternoon, with poor light due to it being overcast but the wind was making the
long grass sway and Hanbury Church is always very beautiful.
As this is getting to be quite a wordy article, I thought you would be entertained by a
before and after comparison. The before was the darkest exposure of a particular view
of the church I had and I wanted to see whether the Lightroom tips would light it up,
literally! Ok the post processed photo is not going to win any awards but I think you’d
agree it’s a lot better. The power of Photoshop....or is it Lightroom.....or is it both? Lots
more to learn as you can see.

What to Shoot
Right Now
• Look for inspiration
in books and art
galleries online.
• Experiment with
‘bokeh’ effects.
• Use the midday light
to shoot shadows.
• Create a composite
showing the progress
of a subject in
motion.
• Experiment with a

water splash, try
dropping a
strawberry into a
glass of water.
• Create a fruity flat
layer, by
photographing slices
of oranges, lemons
and limes.
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Watch the video at:
https://youtu.be/eTRlhbxJh8U

‘Anything Goes’
This month, an interesting turn of events resulted in our latest online competition being
judged twice, once by the audience themselves and a second time by our external judge
Steve Clifford. The results were most enlightening. First the Audience’s verdict:

1st=
‘Ready Steady Go!’
Jolanta B Axon

1st=
‘The Potter’
Jane Roby

3rd
‘White Feather’
David Venables
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Highly Commended
‘Bamburgh Poppies’
Dave Ward

(Continued)

Highly Commended
‘Library in Lockdown’
Tim Hutchin

Highly Commended
‘Mating Flesh Flies’
Mick Schilling

Highly Commended
‘Who’d be a Parent?
Jane Roby
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Highly Commended
‘The Workbench’
Jenny Ladbrooke

(Continued)

Highly Commended
‘Preening Reddish Egret’
Chris Mallett

Highly Commended
‘Rannock Moor Reflections’
Sue Pearmain

And now, the Judge’s verdict:
First Place:
Red Squirrel
Second Place: Triangulated
Third Place:
Twilight on the Pier

Sue Pearmain
Tim Hutchin
Jeannette Strange

HC:
HC:

Mick Schilling
Dave Ward

Soldier Beetle
Walking in the Mist
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So, two very different appraisals of the same images. A useful exercise, perhaps,
demonstrating how subjective the process of judging can be. I suspect the truth is… the
standard of our images was very high and the margins very narrow. When presented
with such a difficult deliberation, personal preferences play a part, and the heart rules
the head.

Visit us
On-Line!

http://www.shirleyphoto.org
https://www.facebook.com/shirleyphotographicsociety/
https://www.instagram.com/shirleyphotosoc/
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My 1962 Heinkel Scooter
I have been doing some research and
was absolutely delighted to discover that
my former Heinkel Tourist Reg No. 686
NFK still exists and is taxed and still on
the road at the age of 58, (not old, it would
seem, for some Heinkels). There were
155,000 produced between 1953 and
1965 and about 8,000 still exist. Mine was
one of the 1st batch of 103A-2 machines,
imported into the UK in February 1962 by
Hans Motors Of South Norwood London
and the last model produced. The DVLA
records show that it was first registered in
December 1962, which is incorrect
because I bought it at the beginning of
March 1962 in Worcester where I was living when I purchased the machine. My two
photos, taken in 1962, show a tax disc with an expiry date of February 1963 to prove it.
The Heinkel was my pride and joy and the
source of an immense amount of pleasure
and they are now a model much sought
after by enthusiasts and collectors. It was
the only scooter in the UK at the time with
a 4-stroke 174cc OHV engine, 12-volt
electrics, flashing indicators and an
electric starter. It was nicknamed the Rolls
Royce of scooters.
I have discovered on the Heinkel Tourist
Scooter Groups Facebook page that it is
still owned by someone in Worcester. It
has a V5c document showing a change of
ownership in 2016. In 2018 the law was
changed so that cars and motorcycles
over 40 years old no longer require an
MOT or road fund licence. It was re-registered in 1980 which means it had been off the
road for a period of time, probably being restored.
In Germany there are a large number of
machines and a lot of club members
belong to Heinkel Club Deutschland. I
have researched their website and there
is a lot of information, photos and videos,
they also have a large stock of spare
parts and almost everything is available.
They restore machines to showroom
condition and having watched a video of
a machine the same model colour and
year as mine returned to full restoration.
It is worth about £5000, mine cost £248
and I sold it for £80 in November 1964. I
loved that machine, but I needed a car to
take Sandra out in, split skirts, spoilt hairdo’s and being cold in the winter, are not
a good way to impress the ladies.
The photos were taken on a Zeiss Nettar camera which I purchased in 1958 and still
own, it was manual only but included a 10 second timer and a hyper focal distance
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Watch the video at:
https://youtu.be/kS8eCez8cOE
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scale which was great for deciding depth of field, the pictures were taken on Ilford HP5
black and white film and one was converted into colour using Photoshop CS according
to how I remembered it. The 4th photo was taken somewhere in Yorkshire on the 1963,
24-hour Esso Scoot to Scotland which started in Solihull about 6.00pm and terminated
in Musselburgh Edinburgh.
The photo of the camera also shows a flash gun that used PF1 flash bulbs with an
ejector bulb holder and was powered by a 22-volt hearing aid battery. Included in the
picture is a range finder used to determine how far the subject was from the camera,
also included is a 1954 Johnsons photographic year book which had tables to find the
light value No. according to the month, hour and in GMT or summer time, clear/hazy
sun, cloudy bright/dull. At the
back was a circular disc
calculator in which you
inserted the light No. and dial
in the type of photograph you
were
taking,
ie
light
foreground, heavy shade,
under trees or open beach
scenes plus many more. This
matched aperture and shutter
speeds to give exposure,
which was chosen according
to your requirements. By the
time you had completed this,
the light had changed and you
had to start again.

Selections in Photoshop (Similar techniques apply in Elements)
1) Sometimes isolating your subject in Photoshop is straightforward. In the following
image, a plain blue sky means the aircraft may be selected by using the Magic Wand
Tool
to select the blue sky, then choosing Select > Inverse from the menus.
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2) However, usually the background will be more varied and use of several different
selection tools might be required:

3) Use the Quick Selection Tool
to roughly select the subject. Hold down the
SHIFT key while selecting to add to the selection. Hold down the ALT key at the
same time as selecting to remove part of the selection.

4) Now use the Polygon Lasso Tool
to refine the selection, again using SHIFT
and ALT to add or remove part of the selection.
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5) Zooming in to the wing-tip, it is necessary to refine the selection by clicking and
moving the Polygon Lasso Tool around the edge of the wing-tip:

6) Finally, having selected the object, Choose Select and Mask from the menus and
drop in another sky on the layer below:

Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
A thesaurus is great. There is no other word for it.
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Congratulations!
To Hazel Lane,
whose picture
‘Going Around
Morants’ Curve’
was accepted in the
recent Midland Salon.
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Shirley PS ‘Circles’ Competition
Up to 2 images including a circle or part-circle to the usual address at
shirleyphotos@hotmail.co.uk
By the deadline of Friday 31st July 2020 (midnight).

71st Midland Salon 2020

Scheduled for Saturday 15th – 23rd August, at The Old Schoolhouse, Churchbridge,
Oldbury, B69 2AS. Unlikely to be available as a physical exhibition, but look out for the
online presentation.

Panels Exhibition, Smethwick 2020

Scheduled for Saturday 10th – 17th October 2020, at The Old Schoolhouse,
Churchbridge, Oldbury, B69 2AS.
Enquiries: Lu and Ralph Duckett
E Mail: midphot@mcpf.co.uk

The Photography Show
Please note the Photography Show has now been cancelled this year.
Stop me if you’ve heard this one …
An invisible man married an invisible woman. The kids were nothing to look at.

Every Picture
Tells a
Story

Technically, it may not be a competition winner, but send me a photograph telling a
story, for inclusion in the newsletter. No titles, no descriptions necessary.
Every picture tells a story: phil-moorhouse@virginmedia.com

